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Module 1: Resource 4



Melina: Hi Belinda, just a question of reassurance, I do the ACCM cleanse ev-
eryday and some days I see all the colours and it’s a strong cleansing meditation. 
Other days I can hardly visualise the colours so I sometimes just keep saying the 
colour instead. My question is, even though the meditation is not strong every 
day, is it still about “showing up” and doing the cleanse and the act of cleansing 
should be enough on days like this? 

Belinda: Yes. Just keep showing up. It doesn’t matter if the colours are more vi-
brant on different days. You just need to keep your vibration raised so that you 
can do and continue the chakra 8 journey.

Tamsin: I find when I’m doing my shadow work that it’s all over and done with 
very quickly. The last 2 lines I’ve done, I’ve literally stepped on the line, gone 
down in the dark and a word has come to me. There’s no emotion and nothing 
else that comes up for me. I know it sounds great, and I can relate to it all, but I’m 
wondering if I have some kind of emotional block or barrier to feeling my emo-
tions, or if it is an ability to be objective! I find in real life I’m the kind of person 
who doesn’t wear their heart on their sleeve. I guess I’m concerned that it is the 
old ego playing up and I don’t want to believe that it can be this easy!

Belinda: Yes, you are resisting seeing some of your deepest fears, but many of us 
do. Keep going into the cave and showing up. That is all you have to do, and as 
your vibration builds and you can access the cave and the shadow world more 
easily, more will be consciously revealed to you.

Priscilla: I have met some fears in the cave. Though I can’t see/feel all 12 lines 
clearly, in general I feel confident about this work. At the same time the journeys 
feel ‘flimsy’. It feels like something is lacking and I don’t know what it is. Like not 
knowing I miss colour because I have ever only known black and white TV.
My chakra 1 is still under active. I’m working hard on strengthening C1 in my 
ACCM. If there is not enough energy flowing into C1, could that hinder keeping 
my overall energy frequency high, and by that, compromise my Level 2 work?
Can you suggest anything?



Belinda: You need to spend more time on each line. You have only somewhat su-
perficially journeyed into each spiritual direction. Yes - as you keep strengthening 
your chakra 1, the journey will become easier.

Priscilla: Sooo helpful! Belinda you are wonderful!

Julijana: Loved the metaphor of “you don’t know you have missed color cause all 
you’ve known is black and white.” I can relate, it’s how this journey feels to me 
too sometimes 

Nancy: I don’t have a question this week but wanted to thank you for your ad-
vice the last time, “What’s so wrong with discomfort?” My initial reaction was to 
literally LOL and answer you, “Everything!” However, I have come back to that 
question again and again over the last two weeks and it has helped me immense-
ly with staying grounded, observing my thoughts and feelings, and raising my vi-
brations.

Belinda: Great work Nancy. Being able to face discomfort and not fear it is a lib-
erating thing. You’ll fly with this journey now...

Jo:  I am finding the more I raise my vibration, the more sensitive I am becoming 
( i.e. food allergies, skin reactions). I am coeliac and total GF but finding I am be-
coming more sensitive. Is it a case of raising the vibration and being more sensi-
tive to my intuition but also more sensitive generally? 

Belinda: As you raise your vibrations you SHOULD become more sensitive to 
what is taking place around you - you should see more, known more and feel 
more. But you SHOULDN’T have more food allergies or skin reactions. In sum 
- your powers of perception and discernment will increase but it shouldn’t nega-
tively affect you. You need to strengthen your chakra 3 much more, and I suggest 
that for the upcoming WLHR that you ask for help with this.



Jo: Thank you Belinda, I sensed Ch 3 was struggling and you have confirmed 
that... much appreciated. A further question Belinda, when I return to the cave 
with the Shaman for my next visit I see the previous line is lit up (i.e. very bright) 
and the Shaman confirms I am finished. I seem to be moving through the lines 
quickly though, lines 1 - 3 were one visit only. Not sure if that is how it should be 
even though he says I am done with that line. I feel changes throughout my day 
afterwards and the memories of the session stay with me. Just to clarify above, I 
mean one session each on each line, but they were deep sessions with tears and 
quiet time afterwards to really take it all in... I LOVE WORKING WITH THE SHA-
MAN... and he has different coloured robes on each time I see him : )

Belinda: If you are being clearly shown you have completed the journey, follow 
your intuition and advice of the shaman. Great work!

Karen: I know you said it’s best to do SWJ every second day, however I’ve been 
doing the shadow work two or three days in a row, then taking a break for three 
or four days. Do you see any problems with that?

Belinda: That’s fine. Just make sure you aren’t doing it everyday.

Anja: On one of my lines my home village was burnt and I lost everyone I had 
loved. I was a little girl, laying in the dirt, crying. A little boy, who had also lost 
everyone, helped me. We ran away, survived, got married. It was a peaceful life - 
but the sadness about the losses never left. My shaman said to me: it is now time 
to heal this pain. I asked my shaman if I could heal the little boy as well. Then 
I saw a soul arriving and my shaman put a ball of light around both souls and 
shortly after, both started to shine. I know exactly who this little boy from that 
past life is in my current life. So my question is: CAN it be that I really actually 
healed this friend? Or was that just my wishful thinking? Or was it maybe like a 
hint to guide me towards my soul purpose, related to healing? It did feel though 
as if this friend healed right there with me.... is that possible?? (My current line is 
self doubt - very ironic...)



Belinda: Yes, the shaman has helped heal your friend. It wasn’t wishful thinking.

Anja: I re-listened to the WL module from Level 1 because I still struggle feeling 
my chakras, have no clue if they are open and I feel no pulsing. Do you have any 
thoughts or advice please? Or does it not really matter as long as I do manage to 
do the Shadow work? (I do the ACCM almost daily and move to the next chakra 
when it somehow seems right). Thank you!

Belinda: You are right on track. Just keep journeying into the shaman’s cave!

Victoria: Wondering if you have any basic tips for navigating a balance between 
deepening my presence in the spirit world vs. staying in the rhythm of the phys-
ical world. I find that I can get into a beautiful flow of daily ACCM and cannot 
wait for meditation time and my vibrations are vibing high, but then it doesn’t 
take much for me to fall out of that rhythm and then I have to drag my feet to 
even sit down for a basic meditation. Any tips to stay in a high vibration? Or is it 
really about disciplining myself to show up no matter what?

Belinda: Yes, I think all of us modern mystics can relate to this problem! When 
you are out in the “world” and not in a meditative state, that is when you need 
to practice mindfulness. Practicing mindfulness will keep you in the “high vibe” 
and will also help you create heaven on earth. Mindfulness is the portal - literally, 
chakra 7 - between earth and heaven, so stay mindful.

Victoria: Thank you - that is very helpful --- I will practice using mindfulness to 
bring my meditation state into my ‘ outer world’.

Kellan: I haven’t been keeping up very well with my CCM. Could that be one of 
the reasons I have so much resistance about the Shaman? My vibration is not 
high enough to go there? I have no problem channeling White Light though...

Belinda: You are resisting facing your deepest fears. Many people resist this 
though. So, yes, you need to go back to the basic practice of the CCM so that 
you can raise your vibrations and access the shaman’s cave.



Alisa: A childhood/adolescent fear of mine has surfaced and I feel like the les-
sons on lines 1-5 are all related to releasing aspects of this fear, but I am still 
feeling a lot of anxiety in my daily life regarding this fear being back. I am trying 
to trust that it will be sorted out with this work and the Shaman will guide me, 
but at times the anxiety of it in daily life is overwhelming. Do you suggest mind-
fulness practices to manage it in daily life? And, do I just keep trusting?

Belinda: By doing the ACCM + being mindful you will be able to solidly anchor 
into your body and lower chakras to assist and accelerate this process. Yes, you 
just keep trusting too.

Alisa: Thank you so much. Trust is being a biggie for me throughout this process!

Tina: I’m not sure if anything is happening for me. I visit the cave, which is often 
a struggle not to drift off. I’m unclear what the fears are, if they’re being released, 
and even which line I’m on. It’s been very vague for me, even if I ask the Shaman. 
Any insights specific to me, please?

Belinda: You are still working hard on raising your vibrations that is why you are 
unclear of what is taking place. Just keep going!

Tina: Should I go back and stay on line 1 until it’s clear?

Belinda: Yes!

Trish: Belinda I put down on my WL wish to be healed from line 1 - not being 
loveable. I can’t believe this came up, and then my partner and I have split at the 
time I discovered this and I just want to fix it. I’m finding it difficult to keep up 
with the work due to the grieving process. Line 3 is fear of independence. I’m 
finding the work overwhelming. Any advice?



Belinda: Yes, this can be overwhelming when you are going through a separa-
tion but also, empowering. Honestly, I can’t think of anything better for you to 
do right now than face your deepest fears. My thoughts and White Light support 
are with you. 

Angelika: Since I started to travel in my cave, my garden has changed. It is now 
rather dry and brownish; before it was green and bright with a lots of sun. There-
fore I’ve got some really huge, old trees. Meaning?

Belinda: You are facing your deepest fears and are doing life changing work. 
Great stuff.

Bonnie: My CCM is really going well and I can feel all my chakras vibrating ex-
pansively, however I feel nothing much when I do the Shadow work. But stuff 
has been playing out in my real life all over the place. I’ve seen Rhondda’s com-
ment that this can happen but my question is how do I know which line it is in 
and when it is complete? And why isn’t the Shaman communicating with me? 
Faith came up last night. If things are playing out in real life, do I have to resolve 
them or will it happen for me as in the Shadow Work?

Belinda: Yes, what is taking place in the shaman’s cave will also show up in your 
everyday life, but the reason it is showing up is because you are accessing the vi-
bration of chakra 8. As you continue to strengthen your connection to chakra 8, 
you will experience more in the shaman’s cave but right now you are seeing more 
in your everyday world. You shaman is communicating with you, but because 
your psychic sight needs more work, it is happening more in day-to-day under-
standings. Ideally, we want both to happen - communications and experiences in 
the shaman’s cave + experiences in our everyday life. Keep trying to find where 
you are on the 12 spiritual directions. It is important to know this.



Mia: My first 3 lines were really easy to find and shifted my energy. Now I’m 
stuck on line 5. I will keep showing up as you keep on telling us. My question: 
line 1 was about my psoriasis. It became apparent how my itching and scratch-
ing made it worse. The change was immediate. I stopped scratching, the skin 
improved... Now a few weeks after, the skin condition has worsened again. I’m 
stuck on line 5, having trouble with focus on the CCM, I’m sick with a cold and I 
had a massive blast at work last week. Should I go back to line 1 to fix the itch-
ing? Or just have faith? (I think I just answered it myself...)

Belinda: Don’t go back to line 1. You’ve already moved on. Stay where you are at, 
line 5, and just keep showing up.

Meg: I have a lot of resistance when I try to find the etching. Either the shaman 
becomes so big that he completely covers it, or it is just muddy and smudgy. I’ve 
been going in and standing next to the shaman anyway but because I don’t see 
the numbers, or the lines for that matter, I don’t know which line I’m on. Is this 
just resistance or do I need to raise my vibration further?

Belinda: Don’t focus too much on the lines if you are struggling to psychically 
see them. Just ask the Shaman to help you find your orientation in the cave.

Michele: If I feel that a particular chakra needs more love is it best to spend time 
sending the colour to the chakra or just White Light? Somehow I feel it shift 
quicker when I send the colour, but am wondering if I am doing the best thing.

Belinda: You can do either because White Light isn’t a colour, rather it’s a spec-
trum. So, if you are sending White Light to your throat chakra, your throat chakra 
will take the blue colour from the White Light.



Michele: I have been dreaming heaps, which is unusual for me, with all sorts of 
stuff coming up. Is this related to my journey to the cave and the shadow work - 
or should I ignore it? The other night I dreamt that a huge tsunami wiped out my 
home and I was left with nothing. The feeling knocked me for six. All I wanted to 
find was my jewellery. At first I thought this was very materialistic, however it is 
all very sentimental.

Belinda: This does happen with the shadow work journey. You’re healing and 
processing.

Brigette: When I step on my line, I receive a word, then also images of where 
that fear could have been created in my past. I am quite emotional reliving the 
scene (it normally doesn’t last very long) and feel a huge release after I’ve had a 
cry. I’ve definitely been more intuitive through this process and more contempla-
tive about what’s been coming up and how it shows up in my life. My question 
is after we finish a line, what does it do to that fear? Is it just bringing it to our 
awareness? Or is it healing energy blocks there? Is the fear essentially a block? 

Belinda: When you step onto a spiritual line and journey with the shaman your 
fears are being deeply healed and extracted from your energy field. But, you 
need to keep up the high vibration so that the healing is permanent. Your job is 
to raise your vibrations and journey to the shaman - the rest happens to you, and 
in this process you receive insights as well as healings.

Fiona: How much time should we be spending with the shaman on each line? I 
receive a ton of information in a very short time - in fact, it feels like it takes at 
least twice as long to journal about it as to experience it. Should I be “hanging 
out” longer as my experiences with each line arise? Would that help me heal fast-
er? BTW, your suggestion to let go of what we *think* our fears are has been in-
valuable to me on this journey. The visions/feelings have been unrelated to what 
my intellectually-understood fears tend to resemble.



Belinda: You need to spend as much time with the shaman on each spiritual line 
until you intuitively feel the work is done. It’s wonderful that you are receiving 
a ton of information. Don’t hurry through this journey, but savour it. Once you 
have finished the shaman’s cave, this work is done forever, so enjoy each aspect 
of the journey.

Fiona:  That makes sense. Lately I have been making more time in my CCM prac-
tice to savor the feeling of each of my chakras feeling cleansed and replenished. I 
will try to do the same with the shaman. 

Susie: Can a shadow from one of the lines trickle over into other lines? Like other 
aspects of that shadow? Or should that shadow, and all of the different layers of 
it, be resolved on the line in which it appears? 

Belinda: You will find that many of the shadows you are discovering on each line 
are interconnected; that there is a common “thread” for many of them, but in or-
der to access the fear properly, you need to stand squarely on each line. Standing 
on the line of a spiritual direction is what vibrationally takes you into your sub-
conscious mind to release your deepest fears.

Susie: Perfect! Makes complete sense that each “shadow” has different elements 
and a different vibration, even though they may be interconnected. 

Lyerka: I have not met my shaman yet. When I go down the path in the mist and 
rain I feel a very distinct energy right in front of me - I can feel it outside me but 
touching me. However, I have not felt anything on the lines and keep going to 
Line 1. I put help with shadow journey for my retreat wish. What else can I do? 
Or allow? 

Belinda: Just keep going, Lyreka. There are other people that are having similar 
experiences to you. Just keep showing up and holding your vibration high.



Kylie: I am really unsure if I am getting anywhere with this journey. My mind has 
gotten more easily distracted during my meditations and I am feeling really low 
a lot of the time. Could this feeling depressed a lot be lowering my vibration too 
much to access the journey?

Belinda: If you are having a difficult time in your life right now, then I suggest 
that you take a few days off from this journey, but remember, what you are expe-
riencing is mostly resistance. You fear facing your deepest fears, and that is a fear 
most people share. Keep doing the ACCM and going to the shaman’s cave, and 
try to relax about it. It will happen when the time is right.

Danielle: Sometimes I get so detailed and I’m so connected with spirit it’s amaz-
ing. and other times I’m in my head too much and block it all out and can’t even 
allow the shaman to come foward. I know this will happen and is part of the 
process. But any advice with that would be helpful. If there is anything else you 
sense and need to tell me that would be great!

Belinda: This is ok and normal for some people at the beginning of the journey. 
Make sure you are regularly cleansing and balancing your chakras and practicing 
mindfulness. This will “root” you in the earth, and allow you to keep stretching 
towards the heavens and journey with the shaman.

Danielle: Also, another question. I’ve been doing healing work on my shadows 
and personas for years. And I’m not saying I’m perfect or anything even close to 
that. I know I still have shadows, etc. But do we all have ALL the shadows and 
lines? Hope that makes sense and hope that didn’t come out wrong because I 
know I have a lot more shadows to clear.

Belinda: The shadows that you are facing and clearing on the 12 spiritual lines in 
the shaman’s cave are deep seated fears from generations, past lives, etc., that 
are stopping you from FULLY embodying your soul purpose. You definitely have 
shadows to heal on each of the 12 spiritual directions but you won’t necessarily 
have the shadows other people do, and if you have already done lots of shadow 
work, you find this section “easier” than your fellow SoMMers.



Virag: I am experiencing a lot of the same things as my fellow Sommies who ha-
ven’t experienced much yet, I do the CCM very well now but I am not feeling or 
experiencing anything with the lines. I haven’t even gotten the message of Line 
1. I don’t know what to do, I just keep trying every day. Maybe it will change at 
some point. I remember you said it’s ok if nothing is happening on the line but 
haven’t progressed at all from line 1. Any thoughts on this?

Belinda: Just keep journeying into the white and trying to meet the shaman. You 
are still building the vibration, so you are right on track.

Julie: I am finding it very hard to slow down in my ACCM and my Shaman Jour-
ney. I feel (like others have mentioned) that I’m just getting a surface journey in, 
but the more I try to deepen into it the more my mind just wants to wander off. 
Any thoughts?

Belinda: Don’t push to deepen the journey - that is ego - just keep showing up 
and doing what I’ve instructed you to do and as soon as your vibration is high 
enough, the journey will deepen.

Helen: I had a particularly awful line 7. I was bound to a chair with a snake 
wrapped round me like rope from feet to head, (I have a fear of snakes even from 
childhood but don’t think it’s that!) then saw chains. I was crying and my body 
shaking violently. I was terrified and kept hearing the word FEAR. I was calling 
out to the shaman for help on what my fear was, over and over…no response. 
Went to this line three times, the second time I saw a lady pulled into a river by 
tentacles, the third time just peace, flashes of rainbow colours, light and final-
ly being lifted by angels(?) back into the cave. I know you say we don’t have to 
know the exact fear but have some idea. I have none. This one was a biggie for 
me! I wanted to have some idea. Can you shed some light on this?

Mia: As a fellow sister, I wonder what the overall feeling is in both those medita-
tions? Is there a common thread? What they both have in common is the bond-
age by a live animal. What feeling do you connect to them?



Belinda: What a powerful experience you are having Helen. You are facing a very 
very deep fear of persecution for your psychic and powerful gifts. Mia keep up 
the amazing work!

Helen: Belinda? Thank you for the reply…wow ...this one has come from left 
field..would never have guessed this one!

Brooke: No specific question for me this week (my fellow SoMM’s are covering 
so much wonderful detail). Just heartfelt thanks for all that you do for us - I’m 
absolutely loving this journey and have shifted from fear to humble gratitude for 
every new aspect it teaches me about myself.

Belinda: Thank you! Much love to you Brooke. You are a brave and kind soul.

Brenda: I’m loving this journey and the shadow work. My life is flowing. I hope 
I’m doing it all well enough to get as much as I can from each meditation. Thank 
you SO much for this.

Belinda: You’re doing a great job, Brenda.

Cynthia: Does the act of my being an observer inside myself and not feeling 
much emotion when journeying with my shaman mean that I am not really facing 
my fears? 

Belinda: If you are only observing this journey and are not experiencing any 
emotions in the shaman’s cave, then yes, you aren’t facing your fears properly. 
But if sometimes you are observing and sometimes you are experiencing then, 
this is how the journey is unfolding for you.



Rachel: When I visit my shaman I often stop off for a quick swim in my garden 
and change into a white robe. Anyhow, when I am with him after sinking into the 
lines is it okay to tease information out of him? Or am I just being impatient? I 
sometimes ask what I can do to help with the healing process.

Belinda: Ha! You are keen. The shaman and I think your approach is hilarious! 
(Thanks for the giggle). You can ask the shaman whatever you like, but I think 
you’ll find he isn’t the chattiest of guys. Just keep journeying into the shaman’s 
cave and the rest will unfold.

Liana:  I *love* my meditation time each day and the way this process has helped 
me. What’s somewhat shocking (and also not surprising) is that I’ve noticed the 
more I journey into the white, and especially my cave, the more that my husband 
(of 17 years) seems to have his ego triggered (sometimes dramatically projecting, 
angry, confused! He grew up Mormon with a LOT of repression). I can see clear-
ly this is happening most of the time, but it’s very alarming and stressful, and for 
a while has made me feel a bit hesitant on the days I know I need to go into my 
cave! Also a bit scary being in such an ill/vulnerable position while I’m healing... 
Any advice? 

Belinda: When we begin to rapidly clear out our fears, we become very aware of 
how other people are trapped in their own fears. This stark contrast can be chal-
lenging, particularly for our relationships. I’m sending you love and support so 
that you can easily and confidently rise up, step up and shine bright.

Liana: Oh, this brought tears of pure relief, comfort & joy to hear your words & 
feel that support!  .



Rachel: My first line, I received a very powerful feeling and message and felt a 
clear resolve. The three lines since have been rather unclear and like I am piecing 
together unclear pieces of a puzzle. I guess I am just wanting reassurance that 
this is okay and I am on track! I am trying to sit with the ebb and flow that you 
have been talking about! Thank you for everything by the way

Belinda: Yes, you are on track. Keep going!

Tash: I have been discovering a lot about my past lives and how they have and 
are affecting my present. The overall ‘theme’ disturbs me greatly. Is it really as 
‘easy’ as just continuing to sit through these sessions of meditation in order to 
heal and release. I am certainly willing to do this if it means I can grow and move 
on from this energy I seem to carry from life to life, but I just want some reassur-
ance I guess.

Belinda: It is truly liberating to discover how our past lives have greatly affected 
our present life, so don’t allow this to disturb you. Let it empower you! Yes, keep 
going!

Cate: I have only been able to go on to 3 lines (line 1 was so intense it took al-
most two weeks before I had the courage to go again! ), but each time I finish a 
line something profound happens. For example, I get a call soon after I am done 
on the line, with really fabulous news. One was a about a painting sale, another 
was several clients calling wanting sessions, and another yesterday was an offer 
- a really great offer was made on my cottage that is for sale... is this serendipity? 
There seems to be a great deal of that going on right now in my life, or could it 
be directly related to the work on the line? Every single time, something amazing 
happens right after!

Belinda: Great. You are doing the internal work, and the external shifts are hap-
pening.



Patrycja: When I did my first Shaman’s Cave meditation, I couldn’t believe how 
much I saw and felt. It was incredible! The fear was related to loving a man or be-
ing in a relationship with a man. At the end of it I cried a lot and then my Shaman 
patted me on the shoulder, saying, “That’s it. Let’s go back!” I opened my eyes 
and the alarm clock rang! (I had set the alarm clock, as I meditated in the morn-
ing and didn’t want to be late for work - I have a tendency to fall asleep during 
meditation.) So far, I’ve only done Line 1 and I’m worried I won’t be able to find 
and release all 12 fears before the next module starts. 
 I’m not making any progress and can’t see or feel anything while meditating. 
I knew you said we need to show up and stand on the line and I’ve tried doing it, 
but I keep on falling asleep. Apparently we also need to observe our life to see 
what fears are coming up but I can’t see any. Could you please give me some ad-
vice and/or reassurance? Thank you so much. 

Belinda: I think you are making wonderful progress. What an amazing healing! 
Just keep doing it at your own pace.

Tracy: I have a couple of questions. Firstly I am having trouble pulsing the white 
- not sure that I am doing it right sort of breathing it down? Could you please ex-
plain a little more about how to pulse it. I haven’t seen my shaman yet. I am feel-
ing the mist as I walk but then I just imagine that he is there and walk with him. It 
feels a bit forced like I am making it up. Is this the right thing to do? What should 
I be doing? Also during a mediation the other day, I was walking along the path 
and then there was nothing and I saw and felt a door close. Any help greatly ap-
preciated. 

Belinda: In the White Light module in level 1 you learnt how to pulse it through. 
There are many of you that aren’t seeing the shaman yet, so no worries. Keep 
raising your vibrations and showing up.



Nina: I went to line 3 twice. The two experiences were very different to each 
other. The first one was difficult to grasp but I heard the words lost or not being 
able to find the way. No special feeling around it though. The second time was 
very clear - grief and I could feel it clearly in my heart chakra. Did I make up the 
first journey or what was that? I hope I make sense.

Belinda: Most of will have to make a journey of each one of the lines numerous 
times. So, no you didn’t make it up!

Karina: When I go into the cave and start on a new line, in the center of the cir-
cle where I stand, I see a ring for each completed line. For example after I jour-
neyed into line 2, when I returned to the cave there was 2 rings in the center of 
my circle. I don’t look to see the previous lines to know if they are lit up, I just 
see the extra circle in the middle where I stand. After seeing how many circles 
are now in the middle I sink into the next line. I’ve been interpreting that this is 
the way for me to know which line I need to move onto next. Should I be trying 
to see if the lines are light, or is it ok for me to continue with the extra circles? I 
feel like they are going to have some meaning for me as the fill my center of the 
circle up.

Belinda: This sounds great. Good job Karina.


